Data Request made on an annual basis.

Travelers: 
Repeat Travelers: # and %
Alumni Travelers: # and %
Alumni Repeat Travelers: # and %
Alumni Male Travelers: # and %
Alumni Female Travelers: # and %
Alumni GSE Travelers: # and % (these are graduate students exclusively)
Alumni GSE Repeat Travelers: # and %
Alumni Undergrad Travelers: # and %
Alumni Undergrad Repeat Travelers: # and %
Emma Rogers Society Travelers: # and %
Travelers Who Have Ever Donated: # and %
All Other Travelers: # and %
Alumni Travelers Who Have an EFL Account: # and % (email forwarding service provided by MITAA)
Alumni Travelers Who Have Ever Volunteered: # and %
Alumni Travelers Who Are Rated 1-5: # and %
Alumni Travelers Who Have Donated In The Last 5 FY's: # and %
Alumni Travelers Who Have Ever Donated: # and %

Breakdown of travelers from FYxx, per school:
  Humanities: # and %
  Architecture: # and %
  Science: # and %
  Sloan: # and %
  Engineering: # and %

Breakdown of travelers from FYxx, per region:
  Europe: # and %
  Canada and Mexico: # and %
  West Coast, AK and HI: # and %
  Mid US N to S: # and %
  East Coast to FL: # and %
  North East Coast: # and %

FY13 Donors And Fund Dollars: TOTAL $ giving figure among all participants this year